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Pond Street Revitalization
“A Road to ashland’s Future”

Introduction
Project Description
The Town of Ashland is advancing public realm improvements along the Route
126 Corridor toward implementation in order to leverage $7.5M to $10M of
state funding. The Town is currently engaged in a year-long process to build
upon past efforts to advance a shared community vision toward completion of
a Massachusetts Department of Transportation 25% Design Submission for the
corridor.
The Route 126 Corridor is considered to include Pond Street within the extent
of the Town of Ashland from the town lines of Framingham to Holliston.
The design project will focus on finalizing community input for corridor
improvements that may include intersection improvements, modification of
turn and travel lanes, pedestrian crossings, sidewalk and bicycle infrastructure,
landscape improvements or other amenities.
The Town of Ashland has established a Project Working Group (PWG) to lead
and coordinate the design process as the liaison and advocate for the Ashland
community. The PWG is a recommending body to the Board of Selectman
and the Town Manager. Following a nearly unanimous allocation of funds,
the Town hired professional consultants to assist in this process. The Cecil
Group will lead urban design, landscape and community engagement efforts
and will coordinate with Green International who will lead engineering and
infrastructure design as well as finalize the 25% design submission. Other team
members include real estate economist FXM Associates to explore the economic
implications of corridor improvements.
The project team will seek input from the Ashland community to better
understand the issues and opportunities of the corridor and to identify a shared
community vision for Route 126. This public outreach will include stakeholder
interviews, monthly meetings with the Project Working Group, and four public
meetings.
The 25% Design Submission is anticipated to be complete by the end of
the Fall 2014. The following schedule provides expected timeframes and key
milestones in the community process:

Project Schedule
March 2014 - Community Visioning Workshop
May 2014 - Community Discussion of Alternatives
September 2014 - Community Discussion of 25% Design
December 2014 - 25% Design Public Hearing
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Community process
The Town of Ashland is advancing public realm improvements along the
Route 126 Corridor toward implementation in order to leverage $7.5M
to $10M of state funding. The Town is currently engaged in a year-long
process to build upon past efforts to advance a shared community vision
toward completion of a Massachusetts Department of Transportation 25%
Design Submission for the corridor.
Through a series of meetings with the Project Working Group (PWG),
local business owners and the Ashland community members. These
meeting attendees, dates, and brief items that were discussed were:
Kickoff Meeting (January 10, 2013)
•

Discussion of project consultant roles and deliverables

•

Squence of tasks and schedule

PWG Meeting (January 31, 2013)
•

Revised project schedule and drawft communications plan

•

Discussion of comparable corridors within Greater Boston and
Massachusetts

•

Preliminary ideas for initial community workshop format, date, location,
and outreach options

PWG Meeting (February 28, 2014)
•

Updated communications plan for outreach and branding of the project

•

Discussion of the existing conditions analysis by The Cecil Group

•

Continued discussion on the upcoming community open house and
workshop

PWG Meeting (March 21, 2014)
•

Reviewed open house materials (visual preference survey, setup, break-out
group activity, etc.)

•

Revisited final outreach efforts

Community Open House / Workshop (March 25, 2014)
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•

Attended by nearly 100 community members

•

Community members engaged in a series of activities which included
visual preference surveys, opportunity to review the 10% design, issues
and opportunities with existing conditions of Pond Street, and the ability
to create the vision of their own streetscape based on three typical sections
within the corridor.
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PWG Meeting (May 9, 2014)
•

Reviewed the community vision which was extrapolated from the March
community meeting

•

Discussed the concept alternatives that were formulated by The Cecil
Group based on the community vision, opportunities, and issues

•

Meeting preperation for the second community meeting

PWG Meeting (May 23, 2014)
•

Discussion of the corridor concept alternatives and their preliminary costs
associated with each design

•

Preparation for the community meeting

Community Meeting (June 3, 2014)
•

Attended by nearly 200 community members to discuss the two concept
alternatives prepared by The Cecil Group

•

Discussion of the community vision which was formulated from the
preceding community meeting’s activities

•

Presented the two alternatives individually and had a discussion with the
community attendees about their questions, concerns, and opportunties
of each design.

•

Concluded with the next steps of progressing these two designs into a
preferred concept based on the feedback heard from the community

•

The market analysis by FXM Associates was also discussed and what it
meant to the corridor’s future zoning and design

Corridor Property Owners Meeting (June 13, 2014)
•

Updated all business owners in attendance about the community process,
vision, and alternatives of the Pond Street corridor

PWG Meeting (June 26, 2014)
•

Discussion of the preferred concept and sections

PWG Meeting (July 18, 2014)
•

Refined concept based on the suggestions at the previous PWG Meeting

•

Highlighted before and after vignettes of certain streetscape sections

•

Discussed the recommended improvements to zoning code, priorities,
and other open recommendations that might need to be addressed in
the upcoming future

•

Transitioned from the planning stage to the engineering stage of the Pond
Street Revitalization project
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Community Vision
On March 25, 2014, over 100 members of the community attended a
Community Visioning Forum. The forum included informal discussion
with the consultant team during an open house followed by a presentation
and a series of break-out group exercises. The first exercise involved mapping
issues on Pond Street.
The following issues were raised consistently by the community:
•

Pedestrian safety of the corridor

•

Lack of sidewalk and crosswalks

•

Lack of visual appeal, aesthetics and continuity

•

Lack of bike lanes and access

•

Intersection and access road – traffic conflict issues

•

Excessive curb cuts or lack of curbing

•

No corridor identity or gateway aspect for Ashland

•

Inconsistent business appearance, signage and lack of wayfinding signage

The next break-out group exercise included mapping opportunities on
Pond Street. The following opportunities were raised most often by the
community:
•

Connection and activity at the Bay Circuit Trail

•

Improved small businesses and restaurants

•

New community open space on the corridor

•

Places for corridor residents to walk

•

Streetscape enhancements that may include lighting, trees and signage

•

Traffic calming and reduced travel speeds

•

Improved access to and use of transit on the corridor

•

Design guidelines and façade improvements

The concluding break-out group exercise was an opportunity to imagine
the future of Pond Street with potential street cross sections at three distinct
locations on the corridor. One proposed street section that was consistent
with many of the community ideas is shown below.
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An example of the community workshop results

Town of Ashland

The following Pond Street Vision reflects the input from the community
workshop. The vision for Pond Street includes creating an elevated
Pond Street Revitalization
commercial corridor for all the people of Ashland including pedestrians and
“A Road
to Ashland’s
Future”
bicyclists.
It focuses
on enhancing
the character and improving business
vitality by creating:

Pond Street Vision
•

An appealing town gateway

•

As part of this vision, a revitalized Pond Street should reinforce Ashland
An appealing town gateway
 a great
as
place to live, work, shop and visit.

The
Street
inputlength
fromofthe
• following
A continuousPond
sidewalk
and Vision
multi-usereflects
path for the
the entire
the community workshop. The
visioncorridor
for Pond Street includes creating an elevated commercial corridor for all the people of
• Improved
businesspedestrians
access and turnand
lanes
Ashland
including
bicyclists. It focuses on enhancing the character and
• Access and
amenityvitality
to reinforce
Bay Circuit Trail
improving
business
by the
creating:


A continuous sidewalk and multi-use path for the entire length of the corridor



Improved business access and turn lanes



Access and amenity to reinforce the Bay Circuit Trail

As part of this vision, a revitalized Pond Street should reinforce Ashland as a great place to
live, work, shop and visit.
Next Steps
The consultant team will prepare two alternative design concepts for improvements to Pond
Street. The concepts will be presented to the community for feedback at the next
Community Forum on Tuesday, June 3, 2014 from 7:00 to 9:00 pm (additional
information will follow).
Additional Information
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More information about this process is available at the Town website and Facebook page.
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Preferred Concept
Illustrative Site Plan
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ASHLAND
ASHLAND

Residential Section

Recommended Improvements
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•

Reduction of curb to curb pavement
from 33’-6” to 32’-0”

•

Reduction of travel lanes to 11’-0”
from typical 12’-6”

•

Designated continuous 5’ bike lane

•

Designated sidewalks on both sides
of the street to increase walkability
and connection (MassDOT
minimum 5’-6” on east side and
7’-6” on west side).

•

Granite curbing for the entirety of
the corridor

•

Analysis need for all existing curb
cuts to benefit the streetscape but
not to limit the accessibility of
business or residence.

•

Addition of street trees and
landscaping where feasible within
the public ROW (investigation of
potential private ROW plantings
where agreements can be made
with existing property owners).

•

Ornamental street lighting
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Commercial Section (Market Basket / Shaws Plaza)
Recommended Improvements
Reduction of curb to curb
pavement from 33’-6” to
32’-0”

•

Reduction of travel lanes to
11’-0” from typical 11’-6”
and 12’-6”

•

Designated continuous 5’
bike lane

•

Proposed auxilary turn lane
when needed to facilitate left
turning vehicles. Landscaped
median where transitions are
made to allow for auxillary
lane

POND
POND STREET
STREET REVITALIZATION
REVITALIZATION

•

•

M a s s D OT m i n i m u m
sidewalk (5’-6”) on east side
of Pond Street to increase
walkability and connection.

•

Designated 10’-0” multipurpose path on west side of
Pond Street to enhance trail
system

•

Analysis need for all existing
curb cuts to benefit the
streetscape but not to limit
the accessibility of business or
residence.

•

Tree lawn and amenity
area for buffering of multipurpose path as well as an
area for additional needed
landscaping

•

•

Addition of street trees and
landscaping where feasible
within the public ROW
(investigation of potential
private ROW plantings where
agreements can be made with
existing property owners).
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Recommended Improvements
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Narrow right of way Section
•

Reduction of travel lanes to 11’-0”
from typical 12’-3”

•

Designated continuous 4’ bike lane

•

Designated sidewalks on both sides of
the street to increase walkability and
connection (MassDOT minimum
5’-6” on east side and 5’-9” on
west side).

•

Granite curbing for the entirety of
the corridor.

•

Analysis need for all existing curb
cuts to benefit the streetscape but not
to limit the accessibility of business
or residence.

•

Addition of street trees and
landscaping where feasible within
the public ROW (investigation of
potential private ROW plantings
where agreements can be made with
existing property owners).

•

Ornamental street lighting

•

Algonquin Trail realignment to
align with Harvard Street location

Potential Improvements
•

Investigate the purchasing of
R.O.W. in certain locations to
increase sizes of sidewalks and bike
lane dimensions.

•

Certain locations in the streetscape
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Southern section

Recommended Improvements
•

Reduction of curb to curb
pavement from 36’-0” to 32’-0”

•

Reduction of travel lanes to
11’-0” from typical 14’-6” and
13’-0”

•

Designated continuous 5’ bike
lane

•

MassDOT minimum sidewalk
(5’-6”) on east side of Pond
Street to increase walkability and
connection.

•

Designated 10’-0” multi-purpose
path on west side of Pond Street
to enhance trail system

•

Granite curbing for the entirety
of the corridor

•

Analysis need for all existing curb
cuts to benefit the streetscape but
not to limit the accessibility of
business or residence.

•

Addition of street trees and
landscaping where feasible within
the public ROW (investigation of
potential private ROW plantings
where agreements can be made
with existing property owners).
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ASHLAND

Streetscape Sections (looking south)
EXISTING Streetscape Improvements
Proposed

PROPOSED

Residential
North
Area - Residential Section

NarrowArea
Right-of
way Right-of-way
Middle
Narrow

Commercial
South
Area - Shaws / Market Basket
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ASHLAND

Streetscape Sections (looking south)

EXISTING Streetscape improvements including
PROPOSED,
INCLUDING
LANDSCAPE
Proposed
Private
R.O.W. improvements

Residential
North
Area - Residential Section

IMPROVEMENTS TO PRIVATE ROW

NarrowArea
Right-of
way Right-of-way
Middle
Narrow

Commercial
South
Area - Shaws / Market Basket
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Preferred Concept Priorities
The following priorities are reflected in the Preferred Concept developed by The Cecil Group for Ashland’s Pond Street. The priorities were
developed as part of the community vision and reflect public discussion from community meetings and direction from the Project Working Group (PWG).
The vision for Pond Street includes creating an enhanced commercial
corridor for all the people of Ashland including pedestrians and bicyclists. It focuses on enhancing the character and improving business
vitality by creating:
•

A continuous sidewalk for the entire length of the corridor on both
sides of the street. The west side of the street expands to a multiuse path wherever allowed by current right-of-way width

•

Improvements that respect the existing right-of-way and follow a
strong community desire to minimize takings

•

Targeted landscape that creates an appealing town gateway entering from Framingham and Holliston

•

Improved business access and turn lanes with targeted median
treatments to reinforce traffic movements and pedestrian safety

•

Bicycle access and amenity to reinforce the Bay Circuit Trail

•

New signals at Spyglass Hill Drive and Algonquin Trail with a
realignment of the intersection at Algonquin Trail

Preferred Concept Open Questions
The following issues and outstanding questions are not resolved in the Preferred Concept for Pond Street and will require further investigation and
consideration as the design is developed.
•

Balancing the width requirements of street trees and pedestrian
and bicycle circulation in areas of transition for the multi-use path
on the west side of Pond Street

The cecil group | Priorities
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•

The approach to the most constrained right-of-way areas is to
reduce the sidewalks to the minimum of 5’-0” and reduce the
bike lanes to 4’ to minimize takings. The travel lane widths will
be maintained as a consistent 11’-0” throughout the corridor. The
bicycle lane widths could be expanded with additional takings in
the center of the corridor.

•

Refinement of individual property access and curb cuts

•

Refinement of transitions between roadway cross sections (in plan
they are drawn relatively abruptly in the preferred concept)

•

Additional coordination of utilities, utility pole locations, and
sidewalk clearances

•

Additional coordination of existing culvert headwalls and potential
adjustments at wider street cross sections

•

Grading considerations at Eliot Street intersection and south of
Spyglass Hill Drive toward Holliston town line

•

Confirmation of wetland boundaries relative to roadway improvements

•

Truck radii considerations for southern entry to Market Basket
shopping plaza, and consideration of north bound left into access
drive

•

Exploring provision of a new left turn lane south bound on Pond
Street onto Butterfield Drive

•

Refinement of street trees and landscaping. Landscape is shown for
diagrammatic purposes only, exact location and type of plantings
will require confirmation

•

Confirm location of center median between Eliot Street and Spyglass Hill Drive

•

Coordinate and confirm location of bus stops and lane accommodations for public transit on Pond Street.

•

Refine the landscape approach and treatments at the Town gateways
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Pond Street Recommendations
Overview
The Town of Ashland is engaged in a community and technical design and
engineering process that will result in roadway improvements for Pond
Street. The improvements and design will greatly improve the appearance
and functionality of the street. Other complementary recommendations and
improvements are necessary to leverage the public investment and to enhance
Pond Street as a vibrant mixed-use corridor in Ashland.

Redevelopment Strategy
Overall Corridor Vision
The following Pond Street Vision reflects the input from the community
workshop. The vision for Pond Street includes creating an elevated
commercial corridor for all the people of Ashland including pedestrians and
bicyclists. It focuses on enhancing the character and improving business
vitality by creating:
•

An appealing town gateway

•

A continuous sidewalk and multi-use path for the entire length of
the corridor

•

Improved business access and turn lanes

•

Access and amenity to reinforce the Bay Circuit Trail

As part of this vision, a revitalized Pond Street should reinforce Ashland as a
great place to live, work, shop and visit.
Future Opportunities and Redevelopment
Attached to this memorandum are the findings of the FXM Market Study for
the Pond Street Corridor. This study reports detailed findings regarding the
redevelopment opportunities and uses that may be supported by the current
market context in Ashland as represented by a retail opportunity gap analysis.
The character of Pond Street will likely remain strip commercial with the
potential to enhance both the quality and quantity of uses over time. The
types of opportunities identified are consistent with the type of corridor that
Pond Street is today and consistent with the overall corridor vision of an
enhanced commercial corridor. In the next three to five years, opportunities
will be modest. An incentive to encourage assembly and reconfiguration of
parcels to create a significant scale of redevelopment could create a different
type of opportunity than exists today. One such incentive could be a higher
allowable density than is allowed on current parcels by underlying zoning.
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Strategies and Tools
The appropriate strategies and tools for the Town to consider include the ideas
highlighted in this memo regarding zoning, land use and design standards.
It also includes considering a variety of economic incentive programs that
could be established by the Town to invite the type of private investment that
is desired. Several types of programs could be established by the Town for this
purpose.
Revolving Loan Fund – the Town could authorize a small fund that can be
used as a loan fund for improvements to signage, landscape or building
facades on the Pond Street Corridor. The loan would be used by owners to
defray capital investment costs. The loan is then repaid over a set term with
low or no interest required. As the fund is then repaid, another loan is made
to another property owner along the Corridor.
Façade, Frontage or Landscape Improvement Program – the type of design and
technical assistance that could be useful for business owners along the Corridor
is closely aligned with the DHCD Massachusetts Downtown Initiative. The
program provides small grants to cities and towns with a focus on a particular
geography or street corridor to provide properties with assistance to make
improvements visible from the public realm.
Public Realm Improvement/Investment - the Town of Ashland is advancing
public realm improvements along the Route 126 Corridor toward
implementation in order to leverage $7.5M to $10M of state funding. The
Town is currently engaged in a yearlong process to build upon past efforts to
advance a shared community vision toward completion of a Massachusetts
Department of Transportation 25% Design Submission for the corridor.

Marketing and Outreach
Another approach to attracting investment and redevelopment to the Pond
Street corridor in Ashland is to actively pursue businesses that are desired by
the community. The Town of Ashland can create a targeted outreach program
to businesses or developers to invite them to the Corridor. The FXM Market
Study and 25% concept design for roadway improvements could be used as
collateral to attract investment to the corridor. Additionally, if vacancies exist
in current spaces the Town could reach out to building owner’s to assist in
attracting a new tenant that would contribute to the Corridor vision.
This effort could be reinforced by creation of a Pond Street Merchants
Association that could bring together corridor business owners to coordinate
corridor beautification and business improvement, recruitment and retention
efforts. This type of organization could be supported or part of the Ashland
Business Association (ABA) or with the assistance and support of the
MetroWest Chamber of Commerce.
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Zoning
Definitions
In community discussions, a good deal of attention is paid to the quality
of commercial uses on the corridor, specifically the quality of restaurants.
Residents would prefer to see more options for restaurants beyond the
current mix of primarily fast-food offerings, some have even mentioned
prohibiting fast-food restaurants in the future. For the economic health of the
commercial corridor it is better not to constrain the types of opportunities
that are available prospects. Rather than place limitations on one type of
restaurant (except for drive-through windows which are discussed separately
below), it would be better to encourage and target the type of restaurants
that are desired on the corridor. One way to begin this process would be to
introduce a new use definition into the restaurant classification. Currently,
the zoning code has definitions for “Restaurant”, “Restaurant, Fast-Food”,
and “Restaurant, Drive-Through”. A new definition that may add to the mix
and quality of restaurants would be “Restaurant, Fast Casual”. A fast casual
restaurant does not offer full table service, but does promise higher quality
food and atmosphere, such as a Panera Bread. Creating the use definition
and then allowing the use by right in the Highway Commerce and Village
Commerce zones would then allow incentives to be considered in the future
such as expedited permitting (reduced site plan review). It would also open
the door for business recruitment, targeting the type of restaurant uses the
community finds desirable.
Allowable Uses
If the intention of the Pond Street corridor is to encourage and enhance
commercial frontages over time, the Table of Principal Use Regulations could
be modified to not allow Single-family dwelling in the Highway Commerce
and Village Commerce Zones. Existing homes would be grandfathered, but
new homes with frontage on Pond Street would be prohibited. This type of
change would more clearly set the course for future development with Pond
Street frontage.
Dimensional Requirements
The minimum front yard for the Highway Commerce Zone should be reduced
to be consistent with relocating parking to the sides and rear of buildings.
Currently, the minimum is 30 feet. It could be reduced to a minimum of 10
feet. Similarly, in the Village Commerce Zone it is currently 20 feet and could
be reduced to a minimum of 10 feet. In reducing the front yard setback, more
space is provided to the rear of buildings to provide for parking and loading
areas.
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Special Provisions for the Village Commerce (CV) District
The special provisions of dimensional requirements for the Village Commerce
district appear to be appropriate and effective. Of note, Section 4.2.4 Pond
Street states: For lots fronting on Pond Street (Route 126), site plans should
indicate the location of the future street (right-of-way) line and should
demonstrate that the required landscaping and off-street parking areas,
together with necessary vehicular and pedestrian circulation facilities, can be
provided within the area of the lot defined by such street line. If no future
right-of-way line has been designated by the Planning Board or the Board of
Selectmen, the presumed line shall be located twenty-five (25) feet from the
center line of the existing right-of-way. It does not appear that this provision
has been in practice with past project approvals.
Parking Requirements
Given the dimensional constraints and parcel configuration in some areas of
the corridor, particularly the Village Commerce Zone, it may be practical to
remove or reduce minimum parking requirements. The ability to physically
fit the parking requirements is difficult on some of the parcels.
Access Drives
The Current Zoning Code of the Town of Ashland Chapter 282, Zoning,
Section 3.0 Use Regulations, Table of Principal Use Regulations includes
language regarding the Highway Commerce and Village Commerce
Zones restriction for “No access via Pond Street”. This statement sends a
mixed message and has not been followed in practice in the Corridor. It is
recommended that this statement be removed from the Table of Principal
Use Regulations. In its place, it is recommended that new curb cuts on Pond
Street in any of the underlying zones would require a special permit and site
plan review. This would allow the Town to review access conditions on Pond
Street into the future and refine the interface of private access with street
improvements.
This change would allow Ashland to state a policy regarding access drives
on Pond Street, such as – the Town looks to minimize disruption to the
pedestrian environment on Pond Street by limiting curb cuts and access
drives. All businesses should be allowed convenient and appropriate access
to the public street network and the Town will work with property owners to
balance access concerns as part of the site plan review process. This approach
allows the Town to state a policy, not create an overly strict restriction and
retain the ability to both regulate access and be flexible in how it is provided.
Drive-Through
Regarding prohibition of drive-through windows for businesses and restaurants
on Pond Street, there are several meaningful considerations and no clear
measure of impact or effect. The two general arguments for and against drivethrough windows are from a business perspective and a character and quality
of environment perspective respectively. For the business perspective, in the
current context of Pond Street, many current or prospective businesses may
argue that the drive-through is a critical component to attract and serve the
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customer base that would attract them to locate Pond Street taking advantage
of the large volumes of vehicular traffic. According to FXM Associates, there
is no clear market evidence that correlates a drive-through window to a boost
in sales, enhanced volume of transactions or other measures. However, the
prohibition of a drive-through window may deter businesses from considering
Pond Street as a location.
Alternatively, drive-through windows reinforce an automobile-centric
corridor and impact the pedestrian environment of both buildings and
site plans and detract from walkability on the Corridor in general. Many
businesses have operated fine without a drive-through window in similar
contexts and would choose to locate on Pond Street without one if the market
conditions were appropriate to justify it. Depending on the design of the
drive-through portion of the site and building design, the feature can detract
from a cohesive pedestrian environment and act counter to many of the other
efforts to create attractive walkable places.
In light of both sides of the argument, the best solution for Ashland may be
a compromised approach in which drive-through windows are allowed in
certain portions of the corridor (near the shopping centers) and not allowed
in others (the center of the Corridor). In locations where it is not allowed it is
very straightforward. In locations where a drive-through window is allowed,
it would be designated as a conditional use or special permit requiring review
by the Planning Board. Several design standards could be identified to guide
the review process and minimize the impact of future drive-through projects.
The standards should define the allowed location of the drive-through (rear
of building), configuration of site (no disruption to pedestrian walkways)
and other considerations (no reduction to building or site amenities for
pedestrians). Another approach would be to allow drive-through windows
throughout the corridor with the design standards and review applying to
each new drive-through.
Pond Street Mixed Use Overlay District (PSMUOD)
The Pond Street Mixed Use Overlay District was added to the Zoning
Ordinance in 2009 and has had limited impact on redevelopment patterns
on Pond Street over the past 5 years. Many factors may have contributed to it
not be used as a development tool, including the broader economic context.
Additionally, the physical configuration, availability and wetland areas on
the Pond Street corridor limit the number of parcels that would be viable
candidates for the intent of the Overlay District.
The intent and purpose of the PSMUOD is consistent with the Community
Vision for Pond Street to promote economic development and add vitality to
the corridor by allowing high density mixed use residential and commercial
uses in the same building. There is no harm in allowing the Overlay District
to remain in its current form, but it may not have much impact into the
future. One recommendation for the Overlay District would be to simplify
it. Keep the Purpose, Development Criteria and increase density incentives,
but remove specific requirements for Common Open Land and Affordable
Housing. All applications within the Overlay District are subject to Design
Review and potential community benefits specific to each project could be
The cecil group | Recommendations
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crafted when a project is brought forward in collaboration with the proponent.
In the current market context, the incentive of increased density is not enough
to overcome the additional requirements of the Overlay District.
The districts emphasis on Mixed Use may also be an unnecessary hindrance.
Mixed use development is more difficult and complicated to finance and
develop. Encouraging multi-family development may be more consistent
with a vision for the corridor that reinforces commercial frontage on Pond
Street with residential and light industrial uses set behind that frontage.
Form-based Zoning
Form-based code is a land development regulation that places emphasis on the
physical form of the built environment, as opposed to a conventional zoning
code that emphasizes the regulation of uses. In the context of Pond Street,
form-based zoning may have some advantages in improving the quality of the
built environment over time. However, the type of form-based zoning that
could typically be applied to the pattern of parcels and built-out condition
of Pond Street is that of a hybrid form-based code. Most notably, the formbased elements of the regulating plan and public standards for streets would
not necessarily be applicable to this context. However, placing a more detailed
focus on Building and Landscape Standards that can be applied as part of
the regulatory requirements of the district would be beneficial. This type of
tool would be one way to shift from design guidelines (advisory) to design
standards (mandatory). One such example of this type of approach to Formbased Zoning is the recently adopted Tiverton Commercial Form-Based Code
in Tiverton, RI for a commercial corridor with many similar characteristics
to Pond Street.
Signage
The appearance and character of the Pond Street was often cited by the
public as one of the primary negative factors impacting the perception of the
Corridor. Building and site signage is an important contributor the quality
of the environment. The Town of Ashland should enhance the intentions
behind and restrictions within the Signage Ordinance for Pond Street.
A consistent building signage and business signage program should be
established at minimum the Village Commerce zone of Pond Street. Building
signage should be on a consistent location above the entry on the primary
façade of the building and should be sized consistently. Commercial signage
near the street should be restricted in size to smaller scale signage and mounted
on a consistent sign post within a range of preapproved materials at a height
that reinforces the pedestrian scale and environment of the district. The City
of Salem’s sign standards as represented in Chapter 4 – Advertising in the
Code of Ordinances and the City of Salem Commercial Design Guidelines
are good examples of signage standards to reinforce the identity of a district.
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Land Use
Future Patterns of Use
In general, the pattern of land use on the corridor that exists for most of its
length should be reinforced and made more consistent. Specifically, parcels
with direct frontage on Pond Street should reinforce commercial land use on
the Corridor. Deep parcels, parcels with access via Pond Street with minimal
frontage should reinforce residential and light industrial uses that exist today
in the corridor set back behind the commercial frontage.

Rules and Regulations
Site Plan Regulations and Review
As stated above in the Zoning section, access drives should be removed
from the current location in the zoning ordinance and be replaced by the
requirement of a special permit and site plan review for each new curb cut
on Pond Street. In site plan review, the Town of Ashland should consider
proposals based upon several factors, including maintaining a continuous
and safe pedestrian and bicycle environment, minimizing access width,
coordinating and consolidating access with adjacent properties or parking
areas, minimizing impact to flow of traffic, existing turning movements, and
existing streetscape elements.
Bicycling on the Sidewalk
The use of bicycles on the sidewalk is governed by The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts General Laws (Part I, Title XIV, Chapter 85, Section 11B). In
Section 11B it states, “Every person operating a bicycle upon a way, as defined
in section one of chapter ninety, shall have the right to use all public ways in
the commonwealth except
limited access or express state highways where signs specifically prohibiting
bicycles have been posted, and shall be subject to the traffic laws and
regulations of the commonwealth and the special regulations contained in
this section, except that: … (3) Bicycles may be ridden on sidewalks outside
business districts when necessary in the interest of safety, unless otherwise
directed by local ordinance. A person operating a bicycle on the sidewalk
shall yield the right of way to pedestrians and give an audible signal before
overtaking and passing any pedestrian.
In order to be consistent with the recommended approach to public realm
improvements, it is recommended that Ashland include language in their
local ordinance to explicitly allow bicycles to be ridden on sidewalks on
Route 126/Pond Street. The language of this ordinance could also reiterate
condition expressed in the General Laws that a person operating a bicycle on
the sidewalk shall yield the right of way to pedestrians and give an audible
signal before overtaking and passing any pedestrian.
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Urban Design on Pond Street
In the community workshops that were held as part of the public realm design
process, the community mentioned the aesthetics and visual appeal of the Pond
Street corridor frequently as an issue or item for improvement. Specifically, a
lack of consistency, continuity, or sense of identity was mentioned. A lack of
wayfinding signage and signage generally was also highlighted.

Design Standards for Landscape
For much of the corridor, the majority of the public right-of-way is occupied
by the roadway improvements. In the narrow center section of the corridor,
little additional space and right-of-way width is available for street trees or
landscaping. This places a high level of importance on the ability to add
landscape elements to private frontages adjacent to the roadway. Once the
character of the landscape of the roadway is established, specific design
standards for private landscape frontage treatments can be proposed to
complement the public realm improvements.
New landscape improvements along Pond Street could become the focus of
a collection of public/private partnerships to better maintain the investment
in a quality street and environment. One such program, could be an “adoptan-island” maintenance and landscape improvement mechanism in which
local businesses could sponsor specific landscape areas on the corridor to
provide maintenance and upkeep to improve stewardship along the Pond
Street. Another partnership program could be a landscape improvement pilot
program on Pond Street where Town and local business anchors, such as the
two shopping centers, partner to invest in landscape improvements at the two
ends of the Corridor.
Because of the importance of private landscape in this environment. The
Town of Ashland could pilot a tree planting program for private property
owners on Pond Street. This could be modeled after a program that the City
of Boston uses. Any resident or business can requires to have a street tree
planted in front of their property. The Parks Department plants the tree and
monitors it for two years, after tow ears the trees becomes the property of
the owner of the parcel. The owner must sign an agreement and become a
steward of the tree.

Design Standards for Driveways
Access drives on the corridor have been addressed in previous sections of
the memorandum, but should also follow several standards to enhance a
consistent pedestrian environment on Pond Street:
•
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Access drives and curb cuts should be designed to be
a minimal width (no greater than 25 feet under any
circumstance) with minimal curb radii to reduce the crossing
distance for pedestrians
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•

Access drives and curb cuts should be designed to incorporate
a continuous pedestrian route that is delineated by a change
in materials with materials of the pedestrian route consistent
with sidewalk with painted safety markings and signs as
required

•

Access drives and curb cuts should be consolidated with
adjacent parcels or parking areas whenever possible, shared
access between multiple owners or parcels is encouraged

•

Secondary access drives as part of adjacent parcels that
provides secondary circulation without the use of Pond
Street is encouraged

Design Standards for Parking
Parking on the corridor is an important aspect of business operations and
viability. Several standards for the location and orientation of parking would
reduce conflicts between roadway improvements and on-site circulation and
improve the character and walkability of the corridor:
•

Consolidate curb access and adjacent parking areas whenever
possible

•

Do not allow parking spaces to be accessed directly from
Pond Street, parking access and maneuvering clearances
must be accommodated on-site

•

New development should place parking to the side and rear
of principal buildings whenever possible

•

Shared parking layouts between adjacent parcels or parking
areas is encouraged to provide more efficient parking
layouts, shared parking and access between multiple owners
or parcels is encouraged, but does not reduce the number of
parking spaces required

•

Parking areas should be designed to comply with 5.4
General Landscaping Requirements and include a landscape
buffer between the sidewalk and parking area of a minimum
of 4 feet (a reduction from 6 feet required in Section 5.4)
with landscaping in end islands at each row of parking in
addition to other landscaping requirements.

Design Standards for Building Facades
The disposition and appearance of building facades on the Pond Street corridor
contribute to the sense of place and character of the street. A few simple
design standards for new buildings could help to align future investment with
the vision for the corridor:
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•

Buildings should be oriented on the site to address Pond
Street as the primary street with entries, storefronts and
building configuration addressing the street

•

The portion of the site between the building façade and
the street should be considered an important commerce
and activity zone that is available for outdoor commercial
activity, landscape or other site features. Parking and loading
should be located to the sides and rear of the primary
building façade. This would require a modification to
Section 4.3.3 Performance Standards 2. Outdoor storage or
display of goods or materials is prohibited.

•

A consistent building signage and business signage program
should be established at minimum the Village Commerce
zone of Pond Street. Building signage should be on a
consistent location above the entry on the primary façade of
the building and should be sized consistently. Commercial
signage near the street should be restricted in size to smaller
scale signage and mounted on a consistent sign post within
a range of preapproved materials at a height that reinforces
the pedestrian scale and environment of the district. The
City of Salem’s sign standards as represented in Chapter 4
– Advertising in the Code of Ordinances and the City of
Salem Commercial Design Guidelines are good examples of
signage standards to reinforce the identity of a district.

Open Space Network
In the community workshops that were held as part of the public realm design
process, the community mentioned open space and recreation opportunities
for future consideration. The following two future opportunities have been
recognized as the community as future opportunities for investment and
amenity on Pond Street.
Bay Circuit Trail
The Bay Circuit Trail is a remarkable recreational amenity in the corridor. It
is a permanent recreation trail and greenway corridor extending through 34
towns in Eastern Massachusetts and linking parks and open spaces in fiftyseven Boston area communities – 200 miles from Plum Island and Ipswich
to the Duxbury/Kingston shore. The Bay Circuit trail crosses Pond Street
just south of the Market Basket plaza and this intersection with the corridor
would be improved as part of the roadway improvement plans. Additionally,
the route and location of the trail as it approaches Pond Street from the east
and west could be reconsidered to provide a more straight-forward route and
less overlap with Pond Street.
The U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration’s
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) with Moving Ahead for Progress
in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) establishes a new program to provide for
a variety of alternative transportation projects that can be applied for by local
governments. The TAP program provides funding for recreational trails. One
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program that provides funds to the state for bicycle and pedestrian facilities
and programs is the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program (CMAQ).
Wetland Boardwalk
In the vicinity of the Bay Circuit Trail is a wetland area that has been imagined
as a feature for the community with a boardwalk and recreational access. As
part of the Ashland’s Open Space and Recreation Plan (2010) the corridor
is listed as a priority in the 5-Year Action Plan: Route 126 Wetlands – The
extensive wetland network on the eastern end of town provides excellent
habitat for a variety of species, important water storage and filtration, and
walking trail opportunities. Protection of this resource can be enhanced
by preserving upland areas nearby. Community Preservation Act (CPA),
Community Preservation Funds can be used to develop outdoor recreational
facilities and could be used for this purpose on Pond Street in the future.
The U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration’s
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) with Moving Ahead for Progress
in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) establishes a new program to provide for
a variety of alternative transportation projects that can be applied for by local
governments. The TAP program provides funding for recreational trails.
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Introduction
Purpose
The purpose of the market analysis is to contribute insights into economic
development opportunities for the Route 126 corridor, with a view to identifying
prospects for redevelopment. Information developed for the analysis may also be
used to influence the design of roadway and landscaping improvements to
anticipate future land use changes, as well as zoning revisions and local outreach.

Sources and Methods
The market area, called “local region” in this memorandum, is defined as a six
community area including Ashland and five abutting municipalities: Holliston,
Hopkinton, Framingham, Sherborn, and Southborough. This is the area most likely
to be the source of new or expanded activity in the study corridor.
Building on prior reports such as the 2010 Koff and Community Opportunities Group
studies, FXM Associates has focused on obtaining data on:
demographics in the corridor, Town of Ashland, and surrounding
communities, from The Nielsen Company, Claritas Site Reports;
employment trends for Ashland and the local region, from the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages (ES202)
employment projections for Ashland and the local region from the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC) and the Central
Transportation Planning Staff CTPS);
commercial space absorption, both historically and projected, from
CoStar Inc.;
retail sales and potential leakage from Claritas Site Reports;
planned development within the local market area, from interviews
with key officials and businesspeople.
Following its analyses of trends in population and employment, coupled with
projected employment, FXM Associates has applied its proprietary Space Demand
Model to convert projected changes in employment to potential demand for space
FXM
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type.
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FXM’s analysis of retail opportunities and gaps is based on data from Claritas Site
Reports for market areas defined in terms of five-, ten-, and fifteen-minute drive
times of the study area. This analysis is described more fully below.
Using the Space Demand model output, the retail gap analysis, and associated
data, FXM Associates analyzes industry trends and projections for their market
implications and to identify opportunities for capturing additional office,
industrial/warehouse, and/or retail development within the Route 126 corridor.

Summary Findings
Based on 10-year historical trends as well as forecasts done by regional
planning agencies (MAPC and CTPS), there is little employment growth
projected for the local region or the town of Ashland over the next five
years and many sectors are projected to decline (see Table 3). As a
consequence demand for net new commercial space is expected to be
limited within the Route 126 corridor.
Exceptions to the projected flat or declining employment trends include
the Wholesale Trade industry and the industrial/warehouse space-using
industry sector, which could offer potential for limited new development
within the Route 126 Corridor.
Using an average of three forecasting methods and Ashland’s historical
share of local region employment and space, demand for
industrial/wholesale space is projected at about 8,000 square feet per
year over the next three years. For the region overall – within which
Ashland competes for market share – average annual demand for
industrial/wholesale space is forecast at over 70,000 square feet per year
and there is now a very limited supply of vacant industrial/wholesale
space – about 300,000 square feet, 2.9% of the 9.3 million square feet of
rentable building area. Much of this vacant space is projected by Co Star1
to be absorbed over the next two years, leaving about 100,000 vacant
square feet or 1.2% of the regional inventory. This is an extremely low
vacancy rate and one that portends development of net new
industrial/wholesale space, some of which could be captured within the
Route 126 corridor.
Demand for net new retail space – now a mainstay of the Route 126
corridor – is also expected to be limited because of projected limited
growth in population within Ashland and the surrounding communities.
There are, however, potential opportunities for new retail development
within the Route 126 corridor based on current gaps in the supply of retail
stores compared to resident market demand within five, ten, and fifteen
minute drive times. These potential opportunities are noted in Table 7
and described in the text on pages 13 and 14.

1

Co Star Property Information Systems is a proprietary commercial real estate data base
widely used within the real estate industry and considered the most comprehensive source
of commercial real estate data.
Ashland Route 126 Corridor Commercial Market Analysis
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Study Area Profile
Demographic Characteristics
Figure 1 below is a Project Area map, drawn using a Claritas Site Reports tool which
also permits the collection of demographic and economic data for the corridor. In
addition, FXM obtained comparable data on the Town of Ashland (from the same
source), and on what it defines as the “local region,” i.e., Ashland plus the
surrounding communities comprising its most likely market area: Framingham,
Holliston, Hopkinton, Sherborn, and Southborough.
Table 1 displays the demographic profile of the three areas. The overall picture is
one of slow growth. The study corridor lost over 20% of its population between the
2000 and 2010 censuses, and its estimated growth since 2010 has been less than
that of Ashland but slightly more than that of the region. All three areas are
projected to grow slowly over the next five years: the study area at an average of
only 1% annually; Ashland at slightly more than 1% a year, and the local region at
less than 1% a year, on average.
While the number of households in the study corridor declined by 25% between
2000 and 2010, it is estimated to have grown at almost twice the rate of
households in the region, as well as at a higher rate than those in Ashland, since
2010, and is projected to grow faster than both the town’s and region’s households
over the next five years. Nevertheless, these growth rates are modest, with the
study corridor’s rate averaging barely 1.5% a year, and the other areas even less.
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Figure 1
Project Area Map

Incomes in the study area are lower than those in the Town of Ashland and in the
six-community region. However, there are somewhat fewer households with
incomes below $25,000 than in the town and region. There are also fewer
households with incomes over $150,000 in the study area than in the town and
region. Ashland incomes exceed those of the local region by a considerable margin.

Ashland Route 126 Corridor Commercial Market Analysis
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Table 1

Ashland Route 126 Corridor Commercial Market Analysis
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Business Characteristics
As shown in Table 2, the study area represents 18% of employment in the Town of
Ashland, and 21% of its total annual sales. Over half the town’s retail employment
is in the corridor, with almost all of its food and beverage stores located there,
along with almost half its health and personal care stores, and gas stations.
Accommodations and food services at 42% of town employment and real estate
(36%) are the other industry sectors significantly exceeding the town average for
the study area. The green shaded areas of the table highlight those sectors that
exceed the town or local region averages.
The Town of Ashland itself represents less than 10% of the local region’s total
employment and sales, but certain sectors are significantly higher: building
materials/garden equipment and supplies, transportation/warehousing, and
administration/support/waste management and remedial services all represent over
20% of the local region’s employment and sales. Manufacturing and construction,
food and beverage stores, and gas stations all contribute more than 10% of the
local region’s employment and sales. These numbers for the town are even more
significant when one considers that the City of Framingham is part of the local
region.
FXM Associates
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Industry Trends and Projections
Employment Trends
Table 3 summarizes the trends in employment, for Ashland and the local
region, for the period 2004-2013. FXM then uses a linear projection to
estimate employment in 2020. The predominant feature of this table is one
of job losses, for both Ashland and the local region. Among the losses is
very modest growth for both in wholesale trade. There is better news, at
least for the local region, in professional and technical services, adding an
estimated total of almost 1100 jobs over the period 2013 to 2020, and in
health care and social assistance, where a little over an estimated 900 jobs
could be added to the local region by 2020. Taken together, however, these
numbers do not suggest many opportunities for expanded commercial
activity in the Route 126 corridor.

Ashland Route 126 Corridor Commercial Market Analysis
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Table 4 presents a somewhat different take on projected employment. These
projections by MAPC/CTPS divide employment into basic, retail, and service.
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“Basic” comprises NAICS categories (see Table 2) construction (23),
manufacturing (31-33), wholesale trade (42), and transportation and
warehousing (48-49). “Retail” covers NAICS categories 44-45. “Services”
includes all other industries, or NAICS categories 51 through 92.

The projections in the first two columns were compiled for Ashland and
surrounding communities from TAZ-level data from MAPC and CTPS. The
third column shows the projected number of jobs gained/lost over the sevenyear projection period, and the final column shows the annual change over
the same period. Except for Services in the local region, these employment
projections barely register as additions to the employment picture in Ashland
and the local region over the next seven years.

Estimates of Demand for Commercial Space in Ashland
The final step in the commercial market assessment is to convert projected
changes in employment to potential demand for space by type. FXM applied
its proprietary Space Demand Model which accounts for the type of space
utilized by each industry sector2 and the average square feet of space per
employee for that industry. The model applies these norms to projected
employment changes by industry to estimate square footage demand. For
example, Professional and Technical Services employment as reported in the
ES202 data series is an office space user. The average office space per
employee in suburban office parks is about 300 square feet. A projected
growth of 100 jobs in Professional & Technical Services employment would
2

Typical breakdowns of commercial space types in the real estate industry that can
be related to employment changes reported in the Mass ES202 data series are
industrial/wholesale, office, retail, health care/social services, and accommodations &
food services.
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thus yield demand for an additional 30,000 square feet of office space. As
discussed previously, FXM analyzed both historical trends in employment as
reported in the ES202 data series and employment projections done by
MAPC/CTPS. Data in Table 5 show the results of this analysis. The leftmost
column shows the demand for square footage in the local region based on
historic trend lines projected in linear fashion through 2020. Immediately to
the right of that column are displayed projections for the same area and
same period, but based on the MAPC/CTPS data, the method of whose
derivation has not been made available to FXM. Ashland’s “historical share”
is based on the 2013 distribution of jobs that apply to each space type, as
shown in the middle column of the table. To the right are two columns for
Ashland over the period through 2020, one based on linear projection of
historic trends, the other on MAPC/CTPS data.
Table 5

As data in Table 5 show, based on its current share of local region
employment, demand for office space in Ashland over the next six years is
expected by both the historical TREND and MAPC/CTPS projection methods to
be about 22,000 square feet. For other sectors, however, there are
substantial differences between the results obtained from the two projection
methods: for industrial/wholesale space estimated demand ranges from
34,000 to 48,000 square feet; for health care/social services space (which
can be office, flex space or specialized medical facilities) demand is estimated
to range from 8,000 to 13,000 square feet between 2013 and 2020; and for
accommodations & food services (hotel/motel space) demand is estimated to
range from 27,000 to 35,000 square feet. The biggest difference between the
two is in retail space – historical trends suggest there will be no net new
demand for retail space in the local region while MAPC/CTPS estimates
population and employment growth that could result in demand for an
additional 48,500 square feet of retail space in Ashland. Without more
information on how the MAPC/CTPS projections are derived, it is not possible
to reconcile the two sets of projections. Since all projections contain an
element of uncertainty, treating the differences as describing a possible
range of future demand makes sense.
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Co Star Forecasts of Net Absorption and Comparison to Employment-driven
Projections
Co Star Property Information Systems is a proprietary database and analytic
tool widely used by real estate professionals because it represents the most
comprehensive source of information on commercial properties. Based on
broker reports, published and unpublished property transactions (sales and
leases), and other sources, Co Star tracks activity in the commercial real
estate market and provides quarterly forecasts of net absorption and
vacancies by major space type. Co Star does not produce long range
forecasts but rather takes average annual net absorption over the prior 5
years and extrapolates that number for the next twelve quarters. To
properly compare Co Star’s projections to those derived above, the table
below compares on an average annual basis Co Star projections with the
TREND and MAPC/CTPS forecasts, as shown in Table 6 below. Table 6 also
shows the average of the three forecasts.
Table 6

Projected Net Absorption, Average Annual, 2014‐2017

Office
Industrial/Wholesale
Retail

Region
CO STAR
124,392
108,888
28,320

Region
Region
Region
TREND
MAPC/CTPS Average
52,285
52,896 76,524
59,441
42,272
70,200
29,337
19,219

Office
Industrial/Wholesale
Retail

Ashland
CO STAR
7,339
12,522
3,710

Ashland
Ashland Ashland
TREND
MAPC/CTPS Average
3,095
3,131
4,522
6,812
4,844
8,059
3,843
2,518

Sources: Co Star Property Information Systems, April 2014; Massachusetts
Department of Labor & Workforce Training, 2014; MAPC/CTPS 2014; and FXM
Associates

As shown by the data in Table 6 above, Co Star’s projected net absorption of
space within the local region is considerably more optimistic than the
employment-driven projections based on historical trends and the regional
planning agencies forecasts. Over the past several years Co Star’s
projections have typically been considerably less optimistic than the
employment driven forecasts in FXM’s experience, suggesting that real estate
activity within the local region may be on the upswing. Nevertheless, the
preponderance of evidence from both the employment based space demand
forecasts as well as projections from recent historical net absorption indicate
that demand for new commercial space in Ashland and the surrounding
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region will be quite limited over the foreseeable future. The analysis of
historical conditions and trends suggests that for either the local region
overall or Ashland to capture significant new commercial development
substantial efforts will be needed to recruit new business from outside the
region.
Retail Opportunity/Gap Analysis
A Retail Opportunity/Gap analysis is a tool used by virtually all major
retailers and chain restaurants to gauge market demand and competition
within a specified geographic area. It represents a snapshot of the current
expenditures of consumers within a geographic area and actual retail store
sales matching those expenditures within the same geographic area.
The retail opportunity, or gap, analysis shows the potential demand for
various types of retail development within a defined market area by
comparing estimated household expenditures in a range of retail store
categories with actual sales by stores in those categories. Where
expenditures by households in the market area exceed sales, a gap or
opportunity exists for stores within the market area to “capture” more of
those household expenditures. Conversely, where market area household
expenditures are less than actual sales in particular retail categories, stores
in the market area already attract consumer dollars from outside the market
area and opportunities for additional retail development would be more
limited. The retail gap analysis is a snapshot of current opportunities for
retailers to newly locate or expand facilities based on a well established
empirical fact that people will purchase goods within the shortest available
walking or drive time from where they live.
Retailers typically define market areas in terms of drive times, with a 15minute drive time considered the maximum outside market area definition
for all but the largest stores and store types. Market support within a 5minute drive time is considered the outside drive-time reach of smaller
retailers, and support within a 10-minute drive time is considered essential
for most medium sized stores and restaurants. If a specific category of retail
sales opportunity were shown for a 5-minute drive-time market area and
also held up at the 10-minute and 15-minute market areas then most
retailers will consider market conditions favorable – from a demand
standpoint – to locating a store within that market area. Data in Table 7
summarize the analysis of retail development potential based on gaps
between consumer demand and actual store sales that are apparent within
each of the drive time market areas centered on the Route 126 study area.
Figure B shows the drive time market areas.
The opportunities shown in Table 7 are hypothetical and represent FXM’s
judgment of how much of the gap by store type shown in the Claritas
SiteReports data within each of the drive time market areas might be
capturable within the Route 126 corridor. As noted above, the retail gap is a

xii
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snapshot of current (2014) market conditions and the types of stores and
magnitude of these opportunities can and will change over time. The retail
gap analysis is most useful as a recruiting tool for prospective developers or
particular store types. In FXM’s analysis the identified dollar sales volume
opportunity, supportable square footage (based on median sales per square
foot for the selected store types), and number of stores (based on median
store sizes for the selected store types) are in all instances substantially less
than the full 15-minute drive time gap shown in the Claritas SiteReports data
and are therefore conservative. However, Ashland should not expect to see
this level of development in the Route 126 strip corridor, and certainly not as
stand alone stores, as most retailers prefer locations within a centralized mall
with concentrated foot traffic.
Table 7

Potential Retail Development Opportunities Based on Current Retail
Opportunity/Gap (2014)

Store Types

Retail
Supportable
Opportunity
Square
Supportable
($) 2014
Footage
Stores

Home Furnishing Stores‐4422

1,848,334

4,530

1

Household Appliances Stores‐443111
Radio, Television, Electronics Stores‐443112
Computer and Software Stores‐44312
Camera and Photographic Equipment Stores‐44313

2,586,336
8,624,274
6,212,662
939,459

14,369
22,401
20,041
3,914

4
8
7
3

Nursery & Garden Centers‐44422

13,688,634

68,443

6

Convenience Stores‐44512
Specialty Food Stores‐4452
Beer, Wine and Liquor Stores‐4453

3,738,559
10,352,735
7,026,627

13,164
18,553
27664

5
6
7

Other Clothing Stores‐44819
Jewelry Stores‐44831
Luggage and Leather Goods Stores‐44832

1,431,877
4,958,612
2,944,301

4,056
5497
4,368

1
5
2

Musical Instrument and Supplies Stores‐45114
News Dealers and Newsstands‐451212

2,270,183
416,840

11,824
858

4
1

Florists‐4531
Office Supplies and Stationery Stores‐45321
Gift, Novelty and Souvenir Stores‐45322
Used Merchandise Stores‐4533
Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers‐4539

769,121
5,577,122
7,284,174
1,859,367
9,579,202

4,524
22,764
50,236
10,330
39,259

3
1
13
4
17

Limited‐Service Eating Places‐7222

8,196,340

31,524

20

111,655,674

378,319

118

TOTALS
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Existing Conditions Analysis

Context:
Regional
Appendix
B: Existing Conditions analysis
Regional Context

I-90

9

5 Mile
Radius

135

10 Mile
Radius

16

I-495
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Existing Conditions Analysis
20 Mile
Radius

Context:
Town
Town Context
Pond Street Revitalization Corridor

C o2mMile
munity Workshop

|

March 25, 2014

Radius
1 Mile
Radius

5 Mile
Radius
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Context: Landmarks and Destinations
landmarks and Destinations
Sudbury
Pond Street Revitalization Corridor
Reservoir
Brickyard
SquareC o m m u n i t y W o r k s h o p
Ashland Town
Forest

|

Framingham
Downtown

Natick
Mall
March 25, 2014
Lake
Cochituate
5 Mile
Radius

Hopkinton
State Park
Ashland
State Park

*All aerials provided from google earth
Pond Street Revitalization Corridor
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or: Land Use Patterns
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Existing Corridor zoning

Corridor: Zoning
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|
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Minimum
Lot Area
(sq.ft.)

Minimum
Lot
Frontage
(ft.)

Minimum
Front Yard
(ft.)

Minimum
Side Yard
(ft.)

Maximum
Minimum
Height
Rear Yard (stories)/(f
(ft.)
eet)

I

30,000

150

40

30

30

2/35

CV

15,000

100

20

10

20

2.5/35

CH

30,000

150

30

10

30

3/35 for
dwellings
5 for
otherwise

RM

30,000

150

40

10

30

NA/35

RA

30,000

150

40

10

30

NA/35

RB

20,000

125

30

10

20

NA/35

PSMUOD

30,000

150

0

10

15

5/NA
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Vehicular Circulation

Transit Circulation

Vehicular Circulation

Transit circulation

MWRTA
Route 6

Algonquin Trail

Eliot Street

Vehicular Circulation

Bus Route
Community Workshop
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Bicycle
Circulation
bicycle
Circulation

Pedestrian
Circulation
pedestrian
circulation

Bay Circuit Trail
and Greenway

Trail
Road
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Existing Conditions Analysis

Primary corridor
intersections
Roadway:
Primary
Intersections
Pond Street at Market Basket
Pond Street at Market Basket

Approx. 17,000
vehicle trips per day
(both directions)

Pond Street at Butterfield Drive
Pond Street at Algonquin Trail

Approx. 12,000
vehicle trips per day
(both directions)

Pond Street at Eliot Street
Pond Street at Spyglass Hill Dr
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Small scale
mixed-use
frontage

Community Workshop

Corridor: Districts and Nodes

Existing corridor “Districts and nodes”
Shopping Plaza
(Market Basket and other retailers)
Underdeveloped Frontage
(wetland)

Small scale mixed-use frontage
(south of Market Basket to north of Eliot Street)

Shopping Plaza
(Shaw’s and other retailers)

Underdeveloped Frontage

Community Workshop
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